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HAPPINESS

reality

expectationsminus

equals



The quality of your life  
is the quality  

of your relationships



close, meaningful 
relationships

WHAT MAKES A GOOD LIFE?

75-YEAR STUDY



is lazy
the brain



“you can trust me”



YOU: “I should go for a walk.”

YOUR BRAIN: “You don’t need to do that.”



is a party-pooper
the brain



Our brains are programmed to

look for the negatives

before the positives



seeing negatives  
is the DEFAULT

seeing positives
is a CHOICE



           TH 
MINDSET
GROW



FIXED MINDSET GROWTH MINDSET
https://www.mindsetworks.com/science/ 

https://hbr.org/2016/01/what-having-a-growth-mindset-
actually-means 



OPEN
CURIOUS

BRAVE



NORWEGIANS HAVE FEELINGS TOO



CURIOUS



DOPAMINE



REWARD SYSTEMREWARD



curiosity



CULTURE
The way we do things 


around herehere



herehere here
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You are the passenger in a car which is 
being driven by your best friend.



Would you lie in court 
to help your friend?
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Percentage of respondents 
who said they would 

probably NOT lie in court
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Behind the behaviour 

there is usually a 

POSITIVE INTENTION



we judge others 

by the way  

they make us feel

we judge ourselves 

by our intentions



 

from Latin


“TO LOOK AGAIN”

SPECTRE+



CASE



Ellen is a 28-year-old junior consultant who is on an 
exchange program with her company. The company’s 
head office is in Oslo.  
  
Ellen has been working in the company’s South Korea 
office for the last 4 months.  
  
When she was asked how her job was going, she 
replied that she was having problems with her boss’s 
style of management. Ellen says … 



  
“I don’t think my boss trusts me to do a good job. He is 
constantly looking over my shoulders, checking my work, 
insisting I send him reports and updates almost every day, 
checking how I deal with other employees in the company, 
asking people how I act in meetings. He even checks what 
time I come in to work every morning.” 
  
“It’s like being at school, not work! I find his attitude 
condescending and counterproductive. Basically, he 
makes me feel untrustworthy. I’m looking forward to going 
home again.”



 1) To what extent does Ellen have good reason       
     to be frustrated? 

2) Do you think the boss’s management style is  
    appropriate? 



3) You have just read Ellen’s side of the story. 
  What would be the Korean manager’s  
  version of the same set of events?  
  



https://www.hofstede-insights.com/fi/product/compare-countries/  
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OSLO 1973

The King of Norway
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EQUALITY



DUTCH ROYALS



“Most people  
can be trusted”



Do you have confidence  
in your government? 

(15-29-year-olds)
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Transparency 

Accountability 



space



A BUS STOP IN OSLO



5m

Finally the horrible 2 meter distance is over

Now Norwegians can go back 

to the normal 5 meters



Daniel Coyle





Are we connected?

Are we safe?



A place where 
you can be yourself

psychological safety



E.E. Cummings 
(1894 - 1962)
“The hardest challenge 


is to be yourself 

in a world 


where everyone 

is trying 


to make you be 
somebody else.”



AUTHENTIC

psychological safety



Are we connected?



vulnerability



Patrick Lencioni



NOT ENOUGH FOCUS ON  
COLLECTIVE RESULTS

Focusing on individual goals, personal status and 
success kills team spirit

Avoiding interpersonal discomfort means that 
people can hide from their responsibility 

Lack of clear goals and/or buy-in prevents people 
from making decisions they can stick to

The desire to keep artificial harmony suffocates 
new ideas and healthy conflict

Fear of being vulnerable with team members 
prevents possibility to build trust

AVOIDING ACCOUNTABILITY

LACK OF COMMITMENT

FEAR OF CONFLICT

ABSENCE OF TRUST



the LOVE hormone
the HUG hormone

Oxytocin



HUMAN GLUE

Oxytocin



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRwt25M5nGw&t=103s 



HAPPINESS

reality

expectationsminus

equals


